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DECLARATION g LEO BAEFSKY

I. Leo Baefsky. do declare as follows:

1 I am a Certified Public Accountant, licensed by the

State of California since 1959 A statement of professional

qualifications is attached.

2. I have been asked to review the data relative to the

proposed renewal of the facility license for the UCLA Research

Reactor from the standpoint of generally accepted accounting

practices.

3 It is generally understood that accounting reports can be

developed to project many different factors of information. Thus
sometimes similar raw data do not digest into comparatively

similar reports. Essentially the differences may not be carelessadSS

or errors or even deliberate misconstruing, but rather may stem

from different premises or different ground rules.

4. For example', the affidavit of Mr. Jim Peterson, regarding CEG

Contention II. states: "A review of the submitted reactor cost

statements for the years 1971 through 1981 indicates that non-

academic (commercial) costs are less than two percent of the

total annual reactor costs, well below the 50$ criterion
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specified in the pertinent NRC regulation. The vast majority

. of total reactor costs has been expended toward educational

purposes." Mr. Petersen further states of the 1980-81 budget

year that "less than $3000 is attributable to non-academic

(commercial) uses of the facility."

5 .* However, the non-academic commercial costs are asserted to be

less than two percent of total costs only because 98% of the costs

have been arbitrarily charged to the educational framework,

and not because they have actually been consumed that way. In

other words, cost allocation charges were not matched to plant

usages rather they were based upon original premise and thus

charged according to original purpose. This is a method of

accounting that may meet certain needs of management, but it is
not "in accordance with accepted cost accounting principles," nor,

in my opinion, is it an appropriate basis for hard dollar

projections.

6. The operation is changing. In 1972, direct commercial usage

was 2%; in 1980, direct commercial usage was better than 60 4.

7 Where the direct commercial usage has become larger than the

total educational usage for all sources, the activity would, in

my opinion, fall under the category of an " auxiliary enterprise"
as defined in the statement of accounting principles in the

publication, College and University Business Administration,
generally recognized as among the most authoritative works in
the college and university field. As indicated in Principle No.

19 of that work. " Revenues and expenditures of auxiliary enter-
I prises should be shown separately from the insitutional operations."'

UCiA has not done this, but rather has charged off the costs of

the auxiliary enterprise (the commercial use of the reactor)
against that smaller portion of reactor services that represent

the educational program.

8. A basic principle of cost accounting is that costs should
follow services rendered. This is especially true where the non-

profi t environment is breached. If 60% of the services provided

by the UCLA reactor are direct commercial work, then roughly 60%

i
.
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of the costs should be allocated to the commercial activity.

The matching of costs to services is essential to reaffirm the

reasonable dollar accountability of funds expended. However,

if cost allocation principles were applied on a reasonable

basis, consistent with usage and service, the results would

reflect an incredible subsidy by the University for the

commercial activity.

9 The statistical reporting review reflects a constantly

increasing hourly usage of the reactor for non-designated areas--

areas which are not included in the budget.- However, the accounting

summaries do not reflect the change in focus.

10. The statistical information shows that in 1971, direct

commercial usage was one hour for the year, representing 1/24
of the total hours. In 1978, it had climbed to 95 hours, repre-

senting almost 28% of the total. In 1979, direct commercial usage

was 264 hours, representing about 59% of the totals and in 1980 it
was 360 hours for commercial usage, representing 60 54 of the
total. This represents a very dramatic shift in activity, yet
the University's current cost allocation summaries are written
as though the distribution of services rendered is the same as
that of ten years ago, which is not the case.

11 The environment of a college and university--a non-profit
environment-- governs and colors the accounting principles and
practices. The accounting practices generally followed in the
non-profit area reflect information that is to disclose and
reflect dollar accountability. This amounts to saying that the

financial reports should show where dollars come from and where
they go. The dollar accountability concept reflects the division
of funds into specific activities to attain certain objectives
in accordance with various regulations, restrictions, or
management-imposed limitations.

12. The non-profit method of accounting, commonly designated as
fund accounting, is intended to prevent resources designated for
a particular use from being used for any other than that designated
use. Fund accounting techniques, aside from reportinc sources of
resources acquired, specifically seek to report the extent to which
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the pattern of u sage has complied with a pre-arranged plan

called the budget. Careful designation of uses of the expendable

funds are required.

13 Thus. under fund accounting principles, the accepted method

for non-profit organizations where an organization is not

supposed to operate with the objective of earning a profit, nothing

is accomplished by reflecting a profit or loss in financial

reporting. But under the concept of dollar accountability (where

the reporting would show the detail to which resources have been
used), and in the sgamze of the severe budget cuts currently being
experienced by the University, the separation of education and
research from other services not part of the University's primary

mission would give a measure of the value of the services, both

socially in the non-profit area and economically in the commercial
'

area.

14 If. as the University asserts, the $337.000 annual budget for

the reactor all applies to the educational and research services

rendered. the 61 hours in 1978 devoted to direct instruction and
NEL research, the purposes for which the reactor was originally
chartered, would cost 35 525 per hour. For 1979. the total of

32 hours of education and direct research would cost 310 351 per hour.
.

15 On the other hand, if costs would be charged according to

service and usage the 1979 commercial users would be charged with
approximately 60% of the $337.000 cost, for a total of about
$202.000. However the University only charged these commercial
users between $20,000 and $30,000. Of course. to astablish rea-

sonable billinas that accurately reflect labor and other factors

servicing the reactor, a reviev of many factors would be in ordar.
However, the usa of the reactor in the above manner undoubtedly

would be a breach of the objectives of the budget. Furthermore.

it could well place private companies who provide similar reactor
services on a commercial basis at a competitive disadvantage,

because of their inability to offer such a taypayer subsidy to

their clients.
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17 In conclusion: The reactor was primarily licensed for

student education and research. The emphasis has dramatically

shifted and direct student education and research represent

now only a small portion of the annual hours of service. However,
,

contrary to basic accounting principles, the accounting

summaries do not reflect this change. If dollar accountability

is properly applied, approximately 60% of the costs of owning and

operating the reactor are devoted to commercial activity,

purposes not properly attributable to the primary licensed and

budgeted function--education and research.

.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.-

db 'too
Leo Baefsky V

Executed at Los Angeles. California, this 9 day of January, 1983

- - - -. - -. -
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Statement of Professional cualifications

IEO EAEFSKY

My name is Leo Baefsky. I am a Certified Public Acccuntant,

licensed by the State of California since Farch 1959
I received my Bachelor of Science degree in 1946 from UCLA

in Business Administration. i

For many years I was associated with Samuel J. Rothman ard
Associates, a firm of public accountants, first as an employee and then
as a partner. I now practice my profession as a sole proprietor CFA.

I am a member of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and of the California Society of Certified Public Accountants.

:
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RE3FCNSE TO STAFF'S ASSERTED FATERIAL FACTS
L. .

17y q
1. "The Commission's inspection and enforcement record $dordJCLA * 75
shows no violations of safety significance." A,. 6QgQ'~fe ..e

er. .

' 5 ~ .\ .'*
DI3FUED

(Flotkin declaration for III, Eiv,1-20, 36: Cooperman declaration for IX, 23-5;
Foster declaration for VI, 123 Monossen declaration for IV,122)

2 "The annual reports by UCLA to the Commission show no occurrence of safety
significance."

DI5FLTED*

(Flotkin declaration for III, I iv, 24-29)

3 "All notices of violation issued by the Cffice of Inspection and Enforcement
to UCLA cite minor deficiencies and infractions without safety significance."

DISFUTED*

(citations for 1 above, plus Monosson declaration for IV, I 2-13,19,22-23: -

Lycn declaration for VI. I 4-6: furthermore, the citation 6 ven by Applicant1
for this " fact" only refers to the post-1975 period.)

4 "UCLA has taken adequate corrective actions in response to all notices
of violations."

*
DISPLTED

(Flotkin for III, 121-23-37, 39; Foster declaration for I 26; honosson declaration
for.IV I4-13; Lyon declaration for VI, I6-8,20s again, Staff citation actually)enly refers to pericd 1976-1981

5 "The Consission's records cencerning operation of the UCLA research reactor
shew no evidence of inadequate management er administraticn which raise a
cencern for public health and safety."

DI57t":Tu' *

(Lyon declaration for VI, I 4-5,18,20; Monosson declaration for IV, I2-22;
Cooperran declaration for IX, I 2-5; Foster declarction for VI,123; Flotkin
fer III, I iv, 1-23,20-36,38)

+ in addition to the declarations cited, C3G centends that the inspection

reports and annual reports referred to in the general conclusory statements
in the 3taff affidavits contradict the conclusion put forth by the affiants

about those documents.

_-. - .-_.
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" Unlicensed visitors to the UCLA research reactor have been allowed to6.
nanipulate the reactor controls only under the direct supervision of
licensed operators as permitted by 10 CFR 55 4(d)."

THIS IS A LECAL CONCLUSICN. CNE WHICH WE DISPUTE.
3

(InspectionReport, July 28, 1981, cover letter Johnson to Wegst, ,

I '

"We have concluded that your actions may not be in strict compliance with GC
rules and regulations."; Plotkin declaration for III, 214r letter, Farch 22,
1966, R.L. Doan of AEC to Craig Smith of UCLA, "The proposed operation of your
reactor by visitors would te in violation of Title 10 CFR Farts 50 and 55,'

which require that manipulation of the controls of a facility be performed by
a licensed operator or senior operator. We do not consider it advisable to
waive these requirements in view of the possibility, however slight, of
sustaining damage to the reactor with members of the public present in the

i
facility.")

<

j

7. "The UCLA reactor facility has been inspected at least annually by
NRC inspectors for more than 20 years."

| NOT DISFUTED
4
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